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Conoabea B.f. E4 - 11626 

0 topMe 11 napu~anbHhlX WllpHHax pacnanoa He~rpoHHwx 
pe30H8HCOB 

lln11 3KCnep11MeliTll:lhHOl! npOBepKH 05Ulenp11H!Irb1X I!OnO>I<ei!Ur, npCil11H

raerCSI 113MepHrb topMy ~aon11pooauHoro pcaouauca, npooep~rb. HMe~rc11 

n11 orKnoHetHI!I or aKcnoHeHUIIanbuoro aaKoHa pacnana u:1!1 non ;10n aep o sn

HOCTK II lln!! napUKanbHbiX nepeXOliOB, K Bbi!ICHHrb, Mell s=IOTCSI .,II COOrl!o

Wellll 11 Me>~<ny aeposcruocr!I\IH napuuaJibHLIX nepexonoa n;:-11 npo.tBHl!<eHuu 

flO 3Hepr11H Bllyrpll pe30H8HC8 Or ero HHn-: Helt 'laCrll K ' -'8KCilM i.JnbHO\Iy 

H aanee K aepxueH qacru. 05beKTa~ut H3yl.feHHR ~toryr SLITb aocrarolif:o 
WllpOKHe H30nllpOB8HHble HeliTpOHHble pe30H8HCbl B arO~IrlbiX !!llpax. 

Pa6ora Bbmonueua B 1la6oparopKH reoperH'IeCKol! ¢113KKH OHHH. 

npenpKHT 06bellKHeHHOf'O KHCTKT)'T8 SlllepHbiX IICCnellOB8HKn. lly6Ha 1978 
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On the F'orm and Partial Widths of Neutron Res onunce, 

F'or the experimental check of general assumptions we pn>
pose to measure the form of the isolated res onance, to verify 
whether there are devi<1tions from the exponential decay luw fGI" 
the total probability and parliul truns itions and to o.na.ly7e U1e r·ol<l
tions between the orobabilities of partial transitions \\ith cll..1n~ing 

energy inside the resonance from its lower part to the peak and 
upper part. Rather wide isolated neutt·on resomnce s in a t o111 ic 
nuclei are a convenient tool for these in•.res tigo.ti011s. 

The investigation has been pedormed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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After publishing the paper of N .S.Krylov and 
V .A.Fock111 the energy distributions of decaying nuclear 
states have been accepted to be of the Breit-Wigner 
form. It has been shown 111 that the decay of a state de
pends only on the function of energy distribution in this 
state. A general assumption on the meromorphic nature 
of the energy distribution function is sufficient for ob
taining a usual exponential form of the decay. The study 
of the decay of quasistationary states is connected with 
the time-energy uncertainty relation 11 -4 ~ This relation 
is usually discussed (see, for instance, refs. /f> -

71
) under 

the assumption that the energy resolution ~E of inci
dent particles is much larger than the width of the reso
nance f'. The fulfillment of the condition t\E « r is 
necessary for the study of the form of resonances and 
specific features of their decay. It is convenient to study 
the form of resonances and the branching ratio of their 
decay with the help of rather wide quasistationary states 
of atomic nuclei lying near the neutron binding energy Bn. 

It is known that the generally accepted assumptions are 
to be justified experimentally. The aim of the present 
paper is to show the necessity of measuring accurately 
the form of isolated resonances. These measurements 
are also useful because the Breit-Wigner form of the 
resonance is considered in the decomposition of complex 
curves which are a superposition of several states for 
the assignment of the resonance energy and its relative 
strength. 

Let us formulate the problems which should be answe-
red by relevant experiments . They are: 
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1) What is the form of an isolated resonance in the 
case of one and many decay channels? What is the form 
of a resonance for each decay channel in the case of se
veral opened channels? Are there deviations from the 
Breit-Wigner form? 

2) Are there deviations from the exponential law for 
the total and partial decay probability? 

3) Whether the relation between the partial transition 
probabilities changes inside a certain isolated resonance , 
i.e . , when the energy changes from the lower part of the 
resonance to its maximal value and with further increasing 
energy. 

It should be noted that a large number of opened and 
closed decay channels of a certain state is due to the 
multicomponent character of the wave function of this 
state. In ref/ 8/ , for instance, the wave function of a highly 
excited state is given as a series over the states with 
different number of quasiparticles and phonons. The decay 
in a certain channel is determined by certain components 
of the wave function. Since only one definite state is con
sidered, the maxima of energy distributions are thought 
to coincide in different channels . However, this assump
tion should be verified experimentally. The relations bet
ween different decay channels of one resonance when pas
sing from the lower to the upper part of the resonance 
change if the coefficients of the wave functions expansion 
over the quasiparticle and phonon operators change with 
energy inside the resonance. 

The above questions can be answered by studying 
experimentally wide isolated neutron resonances. These 
resonances exist in nuclei lying in the region 30<A< 70 . 
To this end one can use the following resonances: in 
46 Sc (compound nucleus) with energy 4 .27 keV above 
Bn with the width r - 0.25 keV; in 49Ti with energy 
17.6 keVand r- 8.71 keV; in 5 0 Ti with energy 
3.83 keVand [ ' • 0.225 keV; in 52 V with energy 
4 .163 keV, [',. 0.565 keV and with energy 6.80 keV, r. 
- 1.14 keV; in 54 cr with energy 4.185 keV, r. 1.14 keV 
and with energy 8.18 keV, r"' 1.23 keV; in 63 Ni with 
energy 4 .54 keVand r- 1.6 keV. Certainly, the ana-
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lysis of the experimental data will allow one to find other 
resonances convenient for the experimental investiga
tion . The form of resonances and the ratio between the 
partial transitions can be studied by the precise measu
rements of y -rays from the lower part, peak and uppe r 
part of the resonance . There may be another possibility: 
To select from some nuclei y -rays from ( n , y) reac
tions on narrow resonances so that they could excite 
different energy intervals of the wide resonance under 
consideration. 

It should be noted that the form, decay and the ratios 
between partial transitions should be studied in the iso
lated quasistationary states. Such investigations a re use
less for the giant dipole resonances. Though the form of 
the giant dipole resonance in spherical nuclei is well 
described by the Breit-Wigner formula1 9 1

, the giant di
pole resonance is an envelope of many levels. For the 
giant multipole resonance, especially "new" ones, monopo
le, quadrupole and octupole, the resonance wid th is 
arbitrary chosen, and one should better define the location 
of the resonance . Certainly, with increasing ener gy 
resolution, there will appear the fine structure of giant 
multipole resonances. 

Perhaps, the "true" elementary nonstable particle s 
differ from the resonances since their characteristics 
inside their widths can not be questined at all. 

In conclusion the author is grateful to N.N.Bogolubov, 
D.I.Blokhintsev, A.I.Baz, S.M.Bilenky, L.A.Malov, 
S.Mughabghab, B.M.Pontecorvo, Ju.P .Popov and 
D. V .Shirkov for interesting discussions. 
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